**TOP ALTITUDE:**
**FL230**

**TAKEOFF MINIMUMS**
Rwys 6L/R, 7L/R: NA-ATC.

**NOTE:** DME/DME/IRU or GPS required.
**NOTE:** RADAR required.
**NOTE:** RNAV 1.
**NOTE:** Turn at HIIPR and DOCKR are required for ATC separation.
**NOTE:** File the OSHNN DEPARTURE during the period 2100-0700 local time in lieu of the ORCKA DEPARTURE.
**NOTE:** If unable to meet crossing restriction at KEGGS within 30 flying miles, use the OSHNN DEPARTURE.
**NOTE:** MISEN TRANSITION restricted to aircraft landing LAS complex.
**NOTE:** HAILO/BEALE/YELAH TRANSITIONS ATC assigned only.
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